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SLV “SLAVE” Model 

Machine for the mixing, with programmable 
concentration, of silicone polymers or other specific 
products for the cold treatment of bottles leaving the 
annealing furnaces. In its SLV version it uses the 
display and the software present on the spray 
bridges of the Trasmatic® series to control the 
dosage and communicate with the bridge.

TRAS-MIX® SERIES 
Models : Tras-Mix®SLV/Tras-Mix® STD/Backup

Features 
Tras-Mix® is a mixing system with continuous volumetric dosage in feedback, it creates the solution in 
real time, as needed, thus preventing the formation of algae, fungi or decay of the mixture; this makes it 
ideal if there is a need to reach and maintain HACCP standards on one or more production lines. It is 
especially designed to share, in its "SLV" version, the control electronics of the Trasmatic series sprays. In 
the "STD" version, on the other hand, this mixer has a touch screen display, which allows to monitor the 
status of the machine, set the required mixing ratios and manage alarms.
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STD/BKP Model 
The difference between STD "standalone" 
and the "slave" model is that it can work 
autonomously with its screen and the 
necessary electronics. In the BKP version, 
two single units are mounted on a single 
frame and can work in backup, ensuring 
continuity in delivery even in the case of 
plant maintenance, alternatively they can 
mix two different products in different 
concentrations for multiple lines.
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Operating Characteristics 

This unit has been designed to be simple and modular. It is composed of only three elements: an 
ultrasonic flow meter, therefore without moving parts, which counts the water component of the mixture, 
a volumetric dosing pump with retro action control continuously supplies the right quantity of lubricating 
product to the third group, the static mixer with venturi effect. The mixture is formed on sight thanks to the 
transparency of the static mixer. The extreme dosing accuracy (with a resolution of 0,001cc) allows the 
necessary mixture to be formed in real time, upon request of the spray.

Work tensions 110-220Va 50-60Hz

Used power 1000VA

Water pressure 3÷7 bar

Oil pressure 0÷3 bar

Types of water provided Sweetened/Osmotic

Oil injection counting resolution 0,001cc

Max flow 120L/h

Technical Specification
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